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ABSTRACT 
An element S of an algebra is called single if ASB = 0 implies AS = 0 or SB = 0. 
For many algebras of operators, S is single if and only if S has rank one. Here we 
study properties of single operators not of rank one, and conditions on the algebra 
which will ensure that all its single operators are of rank one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of representations of a C*-algebra, or more generally of a 
semisimple Banach algebra GZ’, elements of & with the property of being 
single (an element S of an algebra & is called single if the condition 
ASB = 0 for A, B in &’ implies AS or SB = 0) play a role imitating operators 
of rank one in operator algebras. For instance, it is proved in [4] that there 
exists a faithful representation of any C*-algebra into the (bounded) opera- 
tors on a Hilbert space in such a way that single elements, and only those, 
are carried to operators of rank one. For general semisimple Banach algebras, 
it is proved in [6] that they can be faithfully represented in the algebra of 
operators on a Banach space in such a way that single compactly acting 
elements, and only those, are carried to operators of rank one. Also it is 
proved in [6] that these elements completely characterize the socle of the 
algebra in the sense that every element of the socle is a finite sum of such 
elements. For the use of single elements in the study of annihilator Banach 
algebras see [8]. 
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In yet another aspect, namely in the study of algebraic homomorphisms 
between reflexive algebras of operators on a normed space, single elements 
have also proved a useful tool. This is mainly because single elements are 
carried to single elements under algebraic isomorphisms. So if, in a particular 
operator algebra, it is known that each single element is of rank one (the 
converse is always true: rank one operators are single in any algebra that 
contains them), then the study of algebraic isomorphisms is considerably 
simplified. Reflexive algebras that have been looked at from this point of 
view include nest algebras on Hilbert spaces [16, 171, algebras of operators 
leaving invariant the elements of a complete atomic Boolean lattice of 
subspaces of a normed space [12], and more recently commutative subspace 
lattices [14]. On each of the first two of the abovementioned operator 
algebras it is proved [5, 12, 161 that single elements are of rank one. Using 
this, one shows that each algebraic isomorphism between a pair of such 
algebras is automatically continuous and spatial in the sense that it is of the 
form @,(A) = T-‘AT for suitable T [12, 14, 161. Note that the above cases 
include the algebra a(X) of all operators on the underlying space, and so 
generalize a classical result of Eidelheit in [3]. 
Both nest algebras and algebras of operators leaving invariant complete 
atomic Boolean subspace lattices are special cases of algebras leaving invari- 
ant complete and completely distributive subspace lattices (called strongly 
reflexive in [I3]). These algebras were proved to be reflexive by Longstaff 
[13], thus generalizing results of Ringrose [16] and Halmos [9]. 
In this paper we elaborate on the study of single elements of an algebra 
of operators leaving invariant a strongly reflexive subspace lattice and SO 
generalize some of the results in [5, 12, 14, 161. Although single elements of 
such algebras have a behavior resembling rank one operators, and in many 
cases coincide with them, Moore constructed [7] (see also [14]) a single 
element of rank two. In the first part of the paper we show that a single 
element not in the radical of such an algebra is always of rank one. We also 
observe that, for a single element S, the topological condiiton S P rad ~2 is 
equivalent to the algebraic condition S&S # {O}. 
The second part of the paper gives a partial answer to Question 2 of 
Moore [14], which asks for conditions on the underlying lattice that ensure 
that every nonzero single operator is of rank one. In a case where this fails, 
namely in the algebra of operators leaving invariant the ordinal sum Ji + Ja 
of two complete atomic Boolean subspace lattices J, and da, we produce 
a sharp upper bound for the rank of every single element in terms of the 
number of atoms of _8i and _/.a. In particular, by a construction motivated 
from [I4], we show the existence of single elements of any rank, including 
infinity. Finally we discuss the behavior of single elements in the algebra of 
operators leaving invariant various other lattices in which the radical of the 
algebra is nontrivial, but all nonzero single elements are of rank one. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In what follows we denote by X a fixed (real or complex) normed space. 
By subspace we mean a closed subspace, and by operator we mean bounded 
operator. The algebra of all operators on X is denoted by a(X), and the set 
of continuous linear functionals on X by X*. A subspace L of X is invariant 
under an operator A on X if A(L) G L. The set of all operators leaving 
invariant the elements of a collection -5 of subspaces of X is denoted by 
Alg 1. Dually, if & is a subset of @(Xl, we denote by Lat ~2 the set of all 
subspaces of X that are invariant under each operator in &‘. It is easy to see 
that for any 1 as above, the set Alg -8 is a subalgebra of a(X) containing 
the identity, and if X is a Banach space, the algebra Alg ._./ is a Banach 
algebra. Dually, for any ~2 G &9(X) the set Lat & is a complete lattice 
containing X and the zero subspace (0). We refer to Radjavi and Rosenthal 
[IS] for standard definitions and properties of invariant subspace theory. 
A complete lattice of subspaces of X containing (0) and X itself is called 
a subspace lattice. In a subspace lattice the operations L V M and L A M for 
L, M E 1 are the closed linear span and the set theoretic intersection of L 
and M respectively. More generally, if Li E 1 (i E I), then V ILi denotes 
the closed linear span of the Li (i E Z), and A rLi denotes their set theoretic 
intersection. A totally ordered subspace lattice is called a nest. A comple- 
mented lattice is a lattice with a largest element Z and a smallest element 0 
such that for each L E 1 there is an L’ E -8, a lattice complement of L, 
such that L V L’ = Z and L A L’ = 0. In a subspace lattice the largest and 
smallest elements are X and (0) respectively, and so lattice complementation 
amounts to subspace quasicomplementation. A lattice _8 is called disttibu- 
tive if the identity 
LA(MVN)=(LAM)V(LAN) (L,M,Ne-f) 
and its dual hold. A complemented and distributive lattice is called a Boolean 
lattice. In such a lattice complements are unique. An element L of a lattice 
1 with 0 is called an atom if the condition 0 c K E L (K E 1) implies 
either K = 0 or K = L. A lattice is called atomic if each element of the lattice 
is the span of the atoms it contains. Both complete nests and complete atomic 
Boolean subspace lattices are particular instances of subspace lattices in 
which the infinite distributive identity 
A V L o,b = V 
CZEA beB fEBA 
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and its dual hold, where B* denotes the set of all functions f: A + B (see 
[13]). Such complete lattices are called completely distributive, and com- 
pletely distributive subspace lattices are called strongly reflexive (see [IS]). 
Totally ordered subspace lattices are called nests, and the corresponding 
algebras of operators leaving them invariant are called nest algebras. We 
refer to Birkhoff [l] for standard definitions and properties of lattices. 
If L is a subspace of a normed space X, we denote by Ll the annihilator 
of L, that is, the subspace of X* given by Ll =(y* E X*1 y*(x)= 0 
Vx E L}. Dually, if M 5 X* then M, is {x E X 1 m*(x) = 0 Vm* E M}. Note 
that for subspaces we have L = (LA > I. The adjoint of an operator A E .G8( X) 
is denoted by A*, and the restriction of A to a subspace L of X by Al L. If A 
belongs to a subalgebra & of B(X), then the Zef annihilator of A in &, in 
symbols land(A) or simply lair(A), is the set (B E J&’ ] BA = 0). Similarly for 
the right annihilator ran(A). The rank of an operator is the algebraic 
dimension of its range. If e* E X* and f E X, then the rank one operator 
x + e*(x>f on X is denoted by e* @of. If _.Y is a subspace lattice and 
L E _./, we denote by L_ the subspace V{K E -8 1 Lg K). For example 
(see [13, p. 49511, if J is a complete atomic Boolean subspace lattice, then 
L_ # X if L is an atom, in which case L_ = L’, the Boolean complement of L 
in -8. In all other cases L_ = X (except O_ = 0). In the case of a nest, L_ is 
the immediate predecessor of L if there is one, or L itself if there is no such 
immediate predecessor. 
The following two results are essentially from [13]. The first is a normed 
space version of a result given in [13] for Hilbert spaces (see remarks in [12]), 
and the second is a selection of various remarks and statements of ([13, 
p. 4951. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Longstaff [13]). If _f is a subspace lattice, then e*@f 
belongs to Alg -8 if and only if there is a subspace L E 2 with L_ # X such 
that f E L and e* E LA. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Longstaff [13]). If _.8 is a strongly reJlexive subspace lattice, 
then for every L E 2 we have 
6) L= n(zqKE_5 Kg Ll, 
(ii> L= V{KEJ]L~K_}. 
If in Lemma 2.2(n) we take X for L, we conclude that X = V{K E 
._/ 1 K_ # X), in other words, the linear manifold X, = linearspan{K E 
_.Y 1 K_ f X} is (norm) dense in X. Also recall that if CL,), EA are subspaces 
of X, then (n .L,) .L equals the closure in the weak* topology of X* of the 
linear span of the {Lf 1 a E A}. Now Lemma 2.2(i) implies (0) = n (K_ 1 K E 
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-8, K z (0)}, so taking annihilators, X* = [n (K_ 1 K E 2, K # (O))] I. By the 
above remarks the set X, = linear span{K? 1 K E -8, K # (0)) is weak* dense 
in X*. It is trivial but useful to observe that in this linear span we can omit 
the K_ with Kf =(O), so in fact Xi = linearspan{Kf 1 K E 2, K # (O), and 
K_ # X). Using this, we can prove the following elementary lemma, previ- 
ously proved for the special case of nest algebras (on a Hilbert space) [5] and 
for algebras of operators leaving invariant a complete atomic Boolean sub- 
space lattice [12]. This lemma will be applied several times. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let -8 be a strong reflexive subspace lattice on a normed 
space, and let A E Alg _.Y. 
6) Zf RA = 0 for all rank one operators R E Alg -8, then A = 0. 
(ii) ZfAR=O f 11 or a rank one operators R E Alg 2, then A = 0. 
Proof. (i): If R E Alg _.Y is of rank one, then R = e* @f, where e* E K? 
for some K E 2. The condition 0 = (e* @f )A = A*e* @f for all rank ones of 
Alg _L implies ker A* 2 KA, so taking the linear span over all such K, we 
have kerA* 2 Xi, where Xi is as defined just before the statement of the 
lemma. The continuity of A* with respect to the weak* topology on X* and 
the weak* density of X, implies that A*, and hence A, is zero. 
To prove (ii) observe that the condition 0 = A(e* @f) = e* @Af implies 
ker A 2 K for each K with K_ # X. So ker A 2 X,, which is (norm) dense in 
X, concluding the proof. W 
Another elementary, and no doubt well-known, lemma, which we state 
only because we shall refer to it many times, is the following: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a normed space, let X, be a (norm) dense linear 
manifold of X, let X, be a weak* dense linear manifold of X*, let A E L@(X), 
let x, y E X, and let e*, f * E X*. Then: 
6) Zf AIX, is offinite rank, then A(X,) = A(X). 
(ii) Zf A*IXi is offinite rank, then A*(X,) = A*(X*). 
(iii) Zf X, n ker e* = X0 n ker f *, then e* and f * are linearly dependent. 
(iv> Zf X, n(x) L = X, n (y} ‘, then x and y are linearly dependent. 
Proof (sketch). (i>: As X, is a linear manifold, so is A(X,). By assump- 
tiol A(X,) is finite dimensional, and hence closed. So A(X,) =A( X,) 2 
A(X,) = A(X), as required. 
(ii): If -* denotes closure in the weak* topology, it is easy to see that for 
any linear manifold Xi we have A*(X1)* 2 A*(XT ). This last equals A*(X*). 
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On the other hand, A*(X1)* equals A*(X,), since, as above, it is closed. The 
result now follows. 
(iii): Restricting e* and f* to X,, the hypothesis says that they have the 
same null space. By a well-known result in linear algebra these restrictions 
are linearly dependent; hence by continuity so are e* and f *. 
(iv): If A denotes the canonical embedding L : X + X**, we have ker x^ = 
{rll, so the assumption amounts to saying X, n ker f = X, n ker 9. As in 
(iii), x^lX, and $1X, are linearly dependent. But x^,g are continuous with 
respect to the weak* topology on X*, and X, is dense in this topology, so 
x^, Q are linearly dependent. Hence so are x and y. 
3. ALGEBRAIC CONDITIONS 
In this section we study single elements of Alg 2, where -8 is a strongly 
reflexive lattice. We show that under various assumptions on a single 
element we can ensure that it will be of rank one. Examples show that 
without these conditions, single elements may fail to be of rank one. We start 
with a series of lemmas that partially fulfill the desired conclusions. First 
however we show that the condition of being single, in strongly reflexive 
subspace lattices, need be verified only for part of Alg 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. lit 1 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice and S an 
element of Alg -8. Then S is single if and only iffor rank one operators R,, R, 
of Alg _8 the condition R ,SR 2 = 0 implies R ,S or SR 2 is zero. 
Proof. If S is single, then the above condition is only a special case of 
the definition. Suppose then ASB = 0 for A, B E Alg ._/. If SB f 0, then by 
Lemma 2.3 there exists a rank one R, of Alg _/ such that SBR, # 0. For any 
rank one R 1 of Alg _8 we have R, ASBR, = 0, and clearly R ,A and BR, are 
of rank one or zero. In either case the condition in the lemma implies R,AS 
or SBR, is zero. But as SBR, # 0, we have for all rank ones R, of Alg -8 
that R,AS is zero. Applying Lemma 2.3 once again, it follows that AS = 0, as 
required. n 
Next we state an unpublished lemma by J. A. Erdos, who kindly permit- 
ted us to include it here. The proof given is a slight modification of the 
original one, but is more suitable for a variant of this lemma discussed below. 
Also note that this lemma includes Lemma 3.2 of [14]. 
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LEMMA 3.2 (Erdos). L.et 2 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice and 
S a nonzero single element of Alg 1. Then there exists an M in _.l with 
M _ # X such that Sl M is nonzero. Moreover, fm any L E _/ with L_ # X 
and S( L nonzero, the operator S 1 L is of rank one. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 there is a rank one R E Alg _./ such that SR # 0. 
By Lemma 2.1, R is of the form e* @f where f E M, M E 1, and M_ # X. 
But then 0 # S(e* @f) = e* @Sf shows that Sf z 0, and the first part of the 
lemma is proved. 
By Lemma 2.3 there is a rank one T E Alg _/ such that TS # 0. Let now 
L E _Y satisfy the condition in the statement of the lemma. We are to prove 
that if x, y E L then Sx and Sy are linearly dependent, so there is no loss in 
assuming that Sx, Sy are nonzero. 
The operator TS is of rank one, so there exist scalars A, p., not both zero, 
suchthat TS(Ax+py)=h(TSx)+p(TSy)=O.Foranynonzero x*=(L_)* 
we have x*@(hx+~y)EAlg_Jand 
However, S is single and TS # 0, so 
x*@S(Ax+py) =S[x*B(Ax+py)] =O, 
which in turn implies A(Sx) + p(Sy) = 0, and so Sx, Sy are linearly depen- 
dent. This completes the proof. n 
Adapting the ideas in the above proof, we give a kind of a dual that will 
be useful in Section 4. Note that if a strongly reflexive lattice _/ is a lattice 
of subspaces of a reflexive Banach space, then the set -8 * = {I, * 1 L E -8) 
is easily seen to be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice. In nonreflexive 
spaces, however, the set _J 1 of subspaces of X* fails, usually, to be a 
lattice, let alone strongly reflexive. But even in the case of reflexive (or even 
Hilbert) spaces the elements (L_ ) ’ and (LI )_ of _z! ’ bear no relation: 
Examples show that either of the two can be strictly larger, and other 
examples show that they can be incomparable. So the following lemma does 
not seem to follow from the previous one. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 1 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice and S a 
rwnzero single element of Alg 2. Then there exists an M in 1 with M _ # X 
such that S * 1 M 2 is nonzero. Moreover, fm any L E _./, with L_ # X and 
S*IL? nonzero, the operator S*IL? is of rank one. 
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Proof. The first part of the proof is immediate using the weak* density 
of the linear span of the M _’ with M _ # X and the continuity of S* with 
respect to the weak* topology on X*. 
Let then L E -8 satisfy the conditions in the lemma. By Lemma 2.3 there 
is a T E Alg -8 of rank one such that ST is nonzero, and so of rank one. But 
then T*S* is also of rank one, so for f*, g* in LA there exist scalars h,~ 
not both zero with T*S*(hf* + pg*) = A(T*S*f*)+ p(T*S*g*) = 0. For a 
nonzero x E L we have, by Lemma 2.1, that (Af* + pg*)@r E Alg -5. As 
the adjoint of this operator is x^@(hf* + pg*), where f is the canonical 
image of x in X**, we have 
T*S*[(Af*+~g*)@x]*=T*S*[&(Af*+~g*)] =O, 
and SO [(Af* + /.~ug*)~3x]ST = 0. But S is single and ST # 0, so 
implying that A(S*f*)+ p(S*g*) = 0. Hence S*f*, S*g* are linearly depen- 
dent, concluding the proof that S*IL? is of rank one. n 
In Lemma 3.2 we showed the existence of an M in 1 with M _ z X and 
S(M nonzero. For such an M we can prove the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let __f be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice, S a nonzero 
single element of Alg 2, and S( M nonzero fk- an M E -8 with M _ # X. Then 
S(X) GM. 
Proof. Let L E _8 satisfy Lp M. We shall first show that S(X) c L_. 
If L_ = X we have nothing to prove, so assume L_ # X. The condition 
L g M implies M c L_, so if m E M we have by the invariance of M 
under S 
S(m)ES(M)GMcL_. 
Let now I* E L? be arbitrary. Choose nonzero 1 E L and m E M with 
S(m) # 0 and m* E M? also nonzero. Then I* 8 1 and m* @ m belong to 
Alg-8, and S(m*@m)# 0. However, Sm E L_ and l* E LA, so 
(1*81)S(m*8m)=l*(Sm)m*81=0. 
The assumption that S is single implies (I* @l)S = 0. Hence for any 1c E X 
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we have 
and so Sr Ed = L_. The arbitrariness of x in X implies S(X) c L-, as 
required. 
For the rest of the proof observe that the above shows that in fact 
But by Lemma 2.2(i), the set on the right equals M. n 
Below we show how these last two lemmas can be used for alternative 
proofs of the results in [12] and [16] about single elements. To be specific, if 
_Y is a nest [16] or if it is a complete atomic Boolean subspace lattice [12], 
then every nonzero single element of Alg 2 is of rank one. However, we 
shall have occasion to prove even stronger results. The first main theorem of 
this section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 2 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice and S a 
single element of Alg _Y such that S2 # 0. Then S is of rank one. In 
particular, if T E Alg _/ is single, then the rank of T2 is 0 or 1. 
Proof. As S2 is nonzero, there is an 1, E X such that S212 # 0. Put 
1, = Sl, and 2 = SZ,. We will show that S(X)r@Z. First we show that if 
K E -8 is such that K_ # X, then S(K)&CZ. Indeed, if S(K)={O} we have 
nothing to prove. If instead S(K) # {O), Lemma 3.4 implies S(X) L K. Hence 
I, = S(~,)E K. Note that SIK is nonzero, since SZ, = S”Z, # 0. But then 
Lemma 3.2 implies SIK is of rank one. In particular S(K) c CSZ, = Cl, as 
claimed. Denoting now by X, the linear span of {K E _5 1 K_ # X}, the 
above shows that also S(X,) c@Z. But X, is dense in X, so S(X)= S(.&) - - 
L S ( X,) c C I = @ 1, completing the proof. n 
It will be seen later that there exist single elements with S2 = 0 and of 
rank greater than one. Indeed, the first example appears in [14], and we shall 
give others. Also notice that if S is a single element of a not necessarily unital 
algebra JZ’ containing it, the condition S2 # 0 is equivalent to S3 # 0 (if 
S +S * S = 0, then, for a single element, S. S is zero). So the condition S2 # 0 
implies S&S # (0). In the next theorem we show that any single element S 
of Alg -8 with S(Alg 2)s #(O}, w h ere __8 is a strongly reflexive subspace 
lattice, is of rank one. Moreover, we show by an example that S(Alg -8)s + (0) 
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is weaker than S2 z 0, so the following variant of the previous theorem is a 
strengthening of it. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let -8 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice, and 
S E Alg 1 a single element with S(Alg 1)s + (0). Then S is of rank one. 
Proof. Let A E Alg _8 be such that SAS f 0, and let I, E X be such 
that SASZ, # 0. Put 1, = ASZ, and 1 = SZ,. For the rest of the proof we follow 
the notation in the previous theorem. As in Theorem 3.5, for K E 1 with 
K_ #X and S]K nonzero we have S(X)c K, and so SZ, E K. But then 
I, = ASZ, E A(K) c K, because A E Alg 1 and K E -8. Hence, as SZ, + 0, it 
follows that S(K) c CSI, = CZ. From here on the proof runs identically to the 
one for Theorem 3.5. n 
We have shown that if S is single with SAS # 0 for some A in Alg -8, 
then S is of rank one. Notice that the condition SAS # 0 for a single S 
implies (AS)’ # 0. So writing S = e* @f, we have 0 # (AS)’ = e*(Af )AS and 
therefore e*(Af > # 0. By scaling if necessary we may assume that e*(Af) = 1 
and so AS is a nonzero idempotent. But then Z - AS is not invertible [since 
Ker(Z - AS) 2 range(AS) SC (011, and therefore S E rad(Alg -8). Conversely, 
if S E Alg _8 is a single with S E rad(Alg _8), then by a well-known prop- 
erty of the radical of a normed algebra, there is a B E Alg 1 with Z - BS 
not invertible. In particular (Z3Sj2 # 0 (otherwise Z + BS would be an inverse 
of Z - BS), so SBS # 0, and Theorem 3.6 applies. Summarizing, we have 
shown the following: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let -8 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice, and 
S E Alg -8 a single element not in the radical of Alg -8. Then S is of rank 
O?U?. 
It is tempting to state that if -8 is a strongly reflexive subspace lattice 
with Alg 1 semisimple, then every nonzero single element of Alg _Y is of 
rank one. This however has a much better formulation: It is proved in [lo] 
that if 1 is a strongly reflexive subspace lattice, then Alg 1 is semisimple 
if and only if 1 is a complete atomic Boolean subspace lattice. (The proof in 
[lo] is given for Hilbert spaces but can be modified in the obvious way to 
hold for general normed spaces; see [I2].) In particular we conclude that in 
complete atomic Boolean subspace lattices nonzero single elements are of 
rank one. There is a direct proof of this, which we now give. 
COROLLARY 3.8 [12]. Zf 1 is a complete atomic Boolean subspace lattice, 
then every single element of Alg 2 is of rank one, and conversely. 
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Proof Let S be a single element of Alg 1. By Lemma 3.2 there is an L 
with L_ # X such that SIL is of rank one, and by Lemma 3.4 S(X) EL. 
Since I,_ # X, it follows that L is an atom of J. If M E d’ is any other 
atom (if _8 has no other atom, this step is unnecessary), we have S(M) G 
S(X)cL, and by invariance S(M) c M. Hence S(M) c L n M = (0). Hence 
if X, is the (dense) linear span of atoms of -8, we have S(X,) = S(L), which 
is one dimensional. The result now follows from Lemma 2.4(i). n 
COROLLARY 3.9 [16]. Zf.m.8 is a nest, then every single element of Alg _/ 
is of rank one, and conversely. 
Proof. Let S be a single element of Alg J. By Lemma 3.2 there exists 
an L in 1 such that S(L) is one dimensional. Let M E 2, M_ # X be such 
that M 2 L. Since S(M) is nonzero, it is also one dimensional. Clearly the 
one dimensional subspaces S(M), S(L) coincide, as L GM. Now, by the total 
order of 1, the set X, = lJ {M E _& 1 M_ # X, M 2 L} is a dense linear 
manifold, and by the above S(X,,) is one dimensional. The result now follows 
from Lemma 2.4(i). n 
REMARKS. 
(1) Without the restrictions S2 + 0, S(Alg -8)s + (0) in Theorems 3.5 
and 3.6, the conclusions may fail: In 1141 there is an example of a strongly 
reflexive lattice J, and a single element of Alg -8 with rank equal to two. 
To be specific, 1 is ((O),(e,),(e,),(e,,e,),(e,,e,,e,),(e,,e,,e,),H}, 
where H = (e,, e2, e,,e,> for orthonomral e,, es, e3,e4. It turns out that 
Alg -8 consists of 4 X 4 matrices of the form * 0 T, * 0 T, I I 0 * * *’ 0 0 0 * 
The single element in question is 
0 1 0 -1 
S=OOO 0 I 1 010 1’ 000 0 
Direct computation shows that in this example we have S(Alg _.&S = (0) (so 
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also S2 = 0). In the next section we will show the existence of single 
elements of infinite rank, and in these examples we have, once again, 
S(Alg 1)s = {O}. 
(2) Just before Theorem 3.6 we claimed that, for single elements, the 
restriction S(Alg 2)s # (0) is milder than S2 f 0. For an example let 
_& ={(O),X), in which case AlgJ=@(X). Choose e*EX*, VEX, AE 
G’(X) such that e*(f) = 0 and e*(Af) # 0. Then R = e* @f satisfies R” = 0, 
but RAR # 0. We remark that there exist strongly reflexive lattices that have 
R2 = 0 for all rank one elements of Alg 1. For example, any continuous nest 
(L_ = L VL E _../I has this property. An example of a continuous nest is, in 
L2[0, 11, the lattice consisting of all L, = {f E L”[O, l] ] f(r) = 0 for x > a} 
(0 < a < 1). 
(3) None of the theorems in Section 2 hold if the condition on the lattice 
is weakened to mere reflexivity rather than strong reflexivity. The obvious 
example is to choose -8 so that Alg -8 has nonzero single elements but does 
not have any rank one operator. For example if & is a complete atomic 
Boolean subspace lattice (or a nest) and _8= Lat(Alg J)(2), then -8 is 
reflexive, Alg -8 contains nonzero singles but contains no operators of rank 
one: Alg _8 = {A@A ( A E Alg &?) ( see [ll]). However, we consider this 
example unfortunate, because the algebra Alg -8 = (Alg &I(2) has a continu- 
ous faithful representation cp : Alg -8 + Alg &, A@A ++ A, in which the 
image of every nonzero single element is of rank one. We improve this 
example as follows: 
EXAMPLE 3.10. We show the existence of a reflexive lattice 1 such that 
Alg _Y has single elements (and rank one operators) but with nonzero single 
elements of rank greater than one. Actually there exist nonzero single 
elements S, not of rank one, satisfying S2 # 0, S(Alg _&S #{O}. Finally we 
show that for suitable -8, the algebra Alg _Y has no faithful representation 
in such a way that all single elements are carried to operators of rank one. 
More is proved: There is no faithful representation carrying single elements 
to compact operators. This is of interest in relation to [6]. An example is as 
follows: 
Let X be an infinite dimensional normed space, and let _.8 be the 
collection of subspaces of X @X given by _/ = { L@J 0 1 L a subspace of 
X}U{X@M 1 A4 a subspace of X}. Here 
where h,p are scalars, Z the identity on X, and P E a(X) arbitrary. 
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Elementary calculations show that 1 is reflexive (see [13]) and that opera- 
tors of the form 
are single. Clearly then there exist single elements with S2 # 0 and of rank 
greater than one. Suppose now that q is a faithful representation that carries 
each single element of Alg -8 to a compact operator on some normed space 
Y. Then as 
4i :))=a :))+#i 3) 
and each of the last two operators is compact as an image of a nonzero single, 
we conclude that the identity is mapped under cp to a compact operator K. 
For A E Alg _/ nonzero we have q(A) = q~(l)cp(A)q~(Z) = Kq$A)K. So the 
nonzero vector q(A) of a(Y) is an eigenvector of the (identity) transforma- 
tion T: cp(Alg d)-+ cp(Alg A), p(A)- Kq(A)K. Using Theorem 3 of 
[2, p. 1741, we conclude that T is compact, so q(A) belongs to the (finite 
dimensional) eigenspace of T belonging to the eigenvalue 1. In particular 
qo(alg -8) is finite dimensional, which contradicts the fact that X, and hence 
Alg -8, is infinite dimensional. The contradiction establishes the claim. 
4. LATIICE CONDITIONS 
In the previous section we studied algebraic conditions on a single 
element of Alg _8 which imply that the element is of rank one. In spite of 
similarities, not all nonzero single elements in Alg -8, for a strongly reflexive 
subspace lattice 1, are of rank one (Moore [14]). We have remarked that 
strongly reflexive subspace lattices in which every nonzero single element is 
of rank one include nests and complete atomic Boolean subspace lattices. 
However, Moore’s example shows that even in CDC lattices (see [14] for the 
definition), nonzero single elements may fail to be of rank one. 
In his example Moore considered, essentially, the “ordinal sum” ._/i + _8a 
of two complete atomic Boolean lattices Ji and _8,,, and constructed a 
single element of Alg(J, + 2s) with rank two. In this section we produce a 
sharp upper bound for the rank of each single element of Alg(_/i + __/a) in 
terms of the number of atoms of Ji and 1s. As a result we show how to 
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obtain single elements of any rank, including infinity. The motivation for the 
construction that appears in Theorem 5.3 is Moore’s example. 
Turning now to Question 2 of [14], which we partially answer, we show 
that if Ji, 1s are strongly reflexive lattices in which every nonzero single 
element of Alg 4 is of rank one (i = 1,2), then the same is true for the 
direct product Ji X 1s and for the ordered product _../i > __/i (but not 
necessarily for _../i > 2s). It will be apparent in this section that ordinal 
sums, direct products, and ordered products of lattices behave entirely 
differently as far as single elements are concerned, so that a full answer to 
Moore’s question seems difficult. 
DEFINITION. Let _/i, -8,s be subspace lattices on a normed space X. 
Then the ordinal sum _fl + J2, the ordered product ll > 12, and the 
direct product Jl X __fz of .Ji and 2s are defined as the sets of 
subspaces of X@X given by 
Notice that all of these sets are subspace lattices. Also, Ji + -8s is a 
complete sublattice of Ji > 1s, which in turn is a complete sublattice of 
_./i x Jz. In each of these lattices the lattice operations are “coordinate- 
wise”: 
It is easy to see that if __Yi and da are strongly reflexive, then so is 
Ji x -Ls and hence so are its complete sublattices Ji 2 _.&s and Ji + 1s. 
LEMMA 4.1. lf JI, d2 are subspace lattices, then the algebras of 
operators on X@ X leaving invariant _fl + J2, _ll > _7/,,, and _ll X _f.. are 
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given by 
where @ c AS?(X) is given by 9 = (P E @(X)1 P(M) c L whenever L E 21, 
ME-$, andMcL), and 
Proof The proof is routine, and we only show it for the algebra 
AlgUi>Q: If (; Bp) belongs to Alg(_./i > -tS> then the invariance of 
X @ 0 shows C = 0. The invariance of elements of the form L 0 0 (L E dl) or 
of the form X@M (ME_./,,) show that AEAlg-8, and BEAlg&. If 
now L@MEJ~>s~?~ and mEM,thenObmEL8M,so 
(E)=(;9 ;)(;)=(; ;)(L@M)cL@M, 
that is, Pm E L. The arbitrariness of m in M shows P(M) G L. The rest is 
even easier. W 
Notice that, as expected, Alg(J1 + J2) 2 Alg(dl > dz) 2 Ah&-/i X 
Before stating the next two theorems, we remark that both are concerned 
with the ordinal sum of two strongly reflexive lattices. However, for the 
subspace lattices considered in Theorem 4.3, we show the existence of single 
elements of any rank. By contrast, in Theorem 4.2, we show that if one of the 
summands is a nest, then nonzero single elements can only be of rank one. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf _Ll, _fz are subspace lattices with one of them a nest 
and the other any strongly reflexive subspace lattice, then every nonzero 
single element of Alg(...l~ + d2) is of rank one. 
Proof. First let us assume that _.&?a is a nest. Let X, = linearspan{K E 
Ji + 2, 1 K_ # Xe X}, which is dense. It is easy to see that if L E Ji, 
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ME J2, then in Jr + _.YZ we have (Leo)_ = L_@O, (X@M)_ = X@M_, 
so that X, = linearspan(X@ M 1 M E J2, M_ # X). The total order of la 
shows that in fact X, = U(X@M 1 M E J2, M_ # X}. 
Let now x, y E X,. We show that Sx, Sy are linearly dependent. Indeed, 
the conditions x, y E X, imply the existence of an M E J2, M_ # X such 
that x, y E X@ M. By Lemma 3.2, the operator S IX@ M is of rank one or 
zero, so Sr and Sy are linearly dependent. This shows that S(X,) is one 
dimensional and hence, by Lemma 2.4(i), so is S(X@X), as required. 
If on the other hand Jr is a nest, then a similar argument, but now 
using Lemma 3.3, shows that S*IX,, where X, = linearspan{KI 1 K E -8, + 
J2, K + 0, K_ # X@X}, is of rank one. By Lemma 2.46i) and the weak* 
density of X, it follows that S*, and hence S, is of rank one. n 
We now show that if none of the summands is a nest, the situation can be 
drastically different. In what follows we allow nr, n2 to be infinite. Also we 
state the theorem for Banach spaces to avoid convergence technicalities, 
although this is not essential. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Jl, 1, be complete atomic Boolean subspace lat- 
tices on a Banach space with numbers of atoms n1 and n2 respectively. Then 
every single element of Alg(JI + J2) is of rank less than or equal to 
min(n,,n,), and this estimate is sharp. 
Proof. If nl, n2 are both infinite, then one of the claims in the theorem 
is automatically satisfied, so all that remains to be done, in this case, is to 
produce a single element of infinite rank. 
Let L, (i E N), Mi (i E N) be two infinite sequences of distinct atoms 
from Ji and JZ respectively. Choose nonzero vectors ei E Mi, ei* E 
(M/j1 such that e,*(e,) # 0; also choose ui E L, nonzero. 
Let (aij) be an infinite matrix with the following properties: 
(i) aij f 0 for all i,j E N, 
(ii) the rows of (aij) are linearly independent (with coordinatewise 
operations), 
(iii> yi = Eaijuj converges for each i E N, 
(iv) T = Ee,* 0 yi converges. 
There is an abundance of matrices satisfying (i) and (ii). By suitably 
scaling ui and e,* if necessary, properties (iii) and (iv) can also be guaran- 
teed. [In l,, for example, (aij) could be chosen to be the Hilbert matrix 
aij = I/(i + j) and ui assumed to be of norm i-‘. In this case the sum in 
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(iii) converges because llyill < Elaijlj-’ < Cj-’ and SO the sum in (iv> 
converges if Ilej*ll = l/2’.] 
We shall show that the operator i 
( 1 
i of Alg(Jr + 1s) is single and 
of infinite rank. 
Applying T to ei, we get Te, = yi. By (ii) the yi are linearly independent, 
so the range of T, and hence of z 
( 1 
;f , is infinite dimensional. 
To prove that i i is single, suppose 
( 1 
or equivalently ATD = 0. We shall show that either AT or TD is zero and 
hence that either 
is zero. Recall that A E Alg _./i and D E Alg d2. 
If D*e,* is zero for each i E N, then 
TD = c D*ei* 8 yi = 0. 
If instead there is an i with D*e,* # 0, then by the density of the linear span 
of the set of atoms of _/’ there is an atom M E 2s and an x E M such that 
e,*( Ox) = D*e,*(x) # 0. But D leaves M invariant, so Dr E M. Now for any 
atomLE_.Ys otherthanM,wehaveL~M/,s~M,!~~L~.Ase.*EM.’~, 
it follows that L c Ker(e,*), and so, as Mg Ker(e,*), we have’ M = ‘Mi. 
Therefore x and fi belong to Mi. Hence for j # i we have ej*( 0x1 E 
ej*(Mi) = (0). 
Now Ker(e,*) is of codimension 1 in X, and ei G ker(e,*), so for some 
scalar h we have 
Dx = Ae, + n, 
where n E ker(e,*). Note that A # 0, because e,*( Dx) # 0. Applying x to the 
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relation ATD = 0, we obtain 
O=ATDx=Axej*(Dx)yj 
= A[ ei*( Dx)Yi] 
= ei*( Aei + n)Ayi 
= zaijAuj, 
from which it follows that CaijAuj = 0. 
Notice that as A E Alg -&I and uj E Lj E _.fl, we have Auj E Lj. But 
also 
aijAuj= - C aikAuk E V L, = Ls. 
k#j k#j 
Combining this with Auj E Lj, we find aijAuj E Lj n Lj’= (0). Now the aij 
were assumed nonzero, so Auj = 0 (j E N), and so Ay, = 0 (i E N). This then 
shows that AT = ei* @Ay, = 0, as required. 
The above exhibits a single element of infinite rank if both lI and lZ 
have an infinite numbers of atoms. If one of AI, 1, has a finite number of 
atoms, then putting k = min(n,, n,), we have k E N. The above construction 
now runs the same, but instead of an infinite matrix we take a k X k matrix 
(aij) (2 < i, j < k) and make the obvious modifications. 
Summing up, we have produced a single element of Alg(dl + ~8.~) of 
rank min(n,,n,). We now show that every single element has rank less than 
or equal to min(n,, nz). Having done that, the proof will be complete. 
Let S E _4lg(d’I + dZ) be single. We first show that the rank of S is less 
than or equal to n2. 
As _dZ has n2 atoms, there exist at most n2 subspaces of the form X@L 
(L an atom of _dZ) with S(X@ L) nonzero. An easy verification shows that 
(X@L)_ = X@L_, so, for an atom L, we have (X@L)_ # X@X. By Lemma 
3.2 S/(X @ L) is of rank one. Denoting the linear manifold linear span{X @ L 1 L 
an atom of J’J by X,, we have 
S( X,) = linearspan{S( X@L)) L an atom of 1J 
= linearspan{S( X8 L) 1 L an atom of ._&I2 ma S(X@L) # 0); 
hence dim S(X,) G Zdim S(X@L) Q n,. 
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By Lemma 2.4(i), S(X) also has dimension less than or equal to n2, as 
required. It remains to show that the rank of S is less than or equal to nl, or 
equivalently, that the rank of S* is less than or equal to ni. 
Let L be an atom of Jr. We have (Leo)_ = L_@O, so (L@O)? = LA 
@X*. By Lemma 3.3, S*I(L_L 8X*) is either zero or of rank one, and the 
proof that the dimension of S*( X* ~3 X*) is less than or equal to n, runs as 
above, but with the (weak* dense) linear manifold Xi = linearspan{l? 
@X* 1 L an atom of Jr} instead of X, and using Lemma 2.4(ii) instead of 
Lemma 2.4(i). n 
Let us now turn to the direct product of two subspace lattices. Recall that 
subspace lattices which have the property that every nonzero single element 
is of rank one include nests, complete atomic Boolean lattices, and the ones 
given in Theorem 4.1. Here is an easy way to produce a new class of such 
lattices, which are completely unlike the previous ones. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ll,_f2 be (not necessarily strongly reflexive) sub- 
space lattices. Then every nonzero single element of Alg(1, X 1s) is of rank 
one if, and only if, the same is true for the nonzero single elements of both 
Alg _&i and Alg Js. 
Proof. If S [respectively T] is a nonzero single element of Alg Jr 
[respectively Alg &I, then so is 
[respectively ( i z)] 
for Alg(_/, x .J2), so one direction of the theorem is trivial. The converse is 
also elementary. If i 
( 1 
i is a nonzero single element of Alg(Ji X Jsl, 
then if I denotes the identity on X, the equality 
and the fact that is single show that either S or T is zero. Hence 
single elements of Alg(1i x d2) are of the form 
Considering products of the form 
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we conclude that both S and T are single elements of their respective 
algebras and hence of rank one, completing the proof. n 
We have showed that the above property of single elements is inherited 
from two lattices Ji, ._.&a to their direct product and conversely. For ordinal 
sums neither of these inheritances holds. Indeed, Theorem 4.3 shows that 
_& + _8 may fail to have the property although _8 itself has it, and Theorem 
4.2 shows that 1 may fail to have the property but Ja/+ 1, for a nest N, 
never fails. In the case of ordered products the situation is different. If -8, 
is not equal to _/s, examples show that even if every single element of 
Alg(_/r 2 1s) is of rank one, it does not follow that the same is true for the 
single elements of Alg _./i or Alg _&. The converse also fails, even if one of 
the lattices is a nest. It seems that one of the difficulties when considering 
Alg(_&‘i > 1s) with _8r not equal to -8’ is that this algebra consists of 
operators of the form 
where, by Lemma 4.1, P belongs to some set 99 which is not in general an 
algebra (see Example 4.7). On the other hand, if -8, = Js, say equal to .J, 
it is easy to see that ~8 = Alg -8 and so 
Alg(_f>_f)= 
In this case it is easy to see that if single elements of A&$_../ > _Y> are of 
rank one, then the same is true for Alg J. We show that the converse is true 
for strongly reflexive subspace lattices. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let 2 be a strongly reflexive subspace lattice in which 
every single element is of rank one. Then every single element of Alg(_/ > -8) 
is of rank one. 
Proof. Let 
be a single element of Alg(__/ >/ 2). Routine calculations, which we omit, 
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show that S, T, U will all be single elements of Alg _Y. Also, starting from 
we conclude that either S or U is zero. Hence the nonzero single elements of 
A&& >/ -8) are of the form 
t 8) Or (B ;f) Or (ii ;) Or (: ;f) 
or finally 
(Before continuing, we mention that in the last two cases it is possible to 
have single elements with S, T, U nonzero.) 
By assumption each of the single elements S, T, U of Alg _/ is of rank 
one, say S = s*@s, T = t*@ t, and U = u*@u, so the first three types of 
single elements listed above are of rank one. We proceed to show that the 
same is true for the other two types; let us start with i 
( ) 
i . 
We now claim that T + U is of rank one. If not, then T + U would not be 
single and there would exist A and B with A(T + U)B = 0 and A(T + U) # 
0 # (T + U)B. But then we would have 
with neither 
equal to zero. This contradiction establishes the claim. We further show that 
u* and t * must be dependent. Indeed, if not, then as T + U = t * @ t + u* QU 
is of rank one, we would have that t and u are linearly dependent, say 
t = Au for some nonzero A. Pick now, by the density of X, after Lemma 2.3, 
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0 -iz)(: x ,*taq) =O. 
But clearly 




-,^‘)(; TJ=(; uI(o)DT-*u) 
is nonzero by the linear independence of t* and u*. This contradiction to the 
shows that after all u* and t* must be linearly 
dependent, say u* = pt*. Hence for any x, y E X we have 
showing that the range of 8 
( 1 
X is the one dimensional subspace spanned 
by t@pu, showing in turn that this operator is of rank one. 
In the case of single elements of the form 
a similar argument starting from 
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shows that S + T must be of rank one. Again a similar argument shows that s 
and t must be linearly dependent, say s = pt for some scalar CL. We now 
have for any x, y in X 
(; ;)(;)=( s*(x)s + CLt*(y)s _ o )-b*w+Pt*(Y)l(jlj, 
showing that the range of the single element is one dimensional, and 
concluding the proof. n 
EXAMPLE 4.6. We show that if _/i, _JZ are different lattices, it may 
happen that Alg(_/r > _&) has single elements of rank greater than one. In 
fact this can happen even for two (lattice isomorphic) complete atomic 
Boolean subspace lattices of the simplest kind. The converse may also fail in 
that it may happen that all nonzero single elements of Alg(Ji > dZ) are of 
rank one, but not so for those of Alg .Ji and Alg AZ. 
For the one direction take Ji, _z$ to be complete atomic Boolean 
subspace lattices ((01, K, L, X) and {(O), M, N, X) respectively, where the 
K, L, M, N are incomparable in pairs (e.g., in C2, we could take four different 
lines through 0). In this case _8i 2 JZ = (0 @ 0, K @ 0, L @ 0, X@ 0, X 8 M, X@ 
N, X@ X}, and so __Yi > d2 is the same as _/i + JS. By Theorem 4.3 there 
exist single elements in A&$-&i > J2) of rank 2, a property not shared by 
Alg _/l or Alg dZ. Finally, observe that in the above example, _/i and _J2 
are different but are isomorphic: that is, different as subspace lattices but the 
same as lattices. 
Let us now give an example to show that the other direction of the 
theorem may fail if we do not assume Ji = dZ: Take _/i = {(O), X) and J2 
a subspace lattice to be chosen presently. Here it is easy to see that 
__Yi > _&ZZ = Jr + J2, and, as _&‘i is a nest, Theorem 4.2 shows that every 
nonzero single in Alg(_Y1 > __/,J is of rank one. For suitable J2, for instance 
one given by Theorem 4.3, we can arrange that the stated property of singles 
does not pass down to _J2. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Just before Theorem 4.5 we stated that the set 
~={pE(X)IP(M)~Lwhenever LEll, ME-&and McL}, 
which appears in Lemma 4.1, is not in general an algebra. For an example let 
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e,, e2, e3 be the three standard basis vectors of C3; put Y1 = {CO), 
(el,e,),C3), and _Lz={(0),(e,),C3). Therefore @=(PEGY(X)IP~,E 
(e,, e,)}, and hence the transformation T(x, y,.z) = (0, x, y) belongs to @. 
However, T2 6G 9, as T2(1,0,0) = (O,O, 1) P (e,, e2). 
We remark that the set @ always satisfies Alg 4 G @ c Alg(J1 n J2) 
(i = 1,2). Indeed, if A E Alg _/1 and L E -/I, ME d2, M CL, we have 
A(M) c A(L) L L. If instead A E Alg J2, we have A(M) c M & L. Combin- 
ing the two, we get Alg 4 E 8. Also, if P E B and K E -8, n J2, then as 
KE_z?~, Ked2, and K L K, we have P(K) c K, showing that P E Alg(_/; 
n _k2). In particular it follows that if J1 2 d2 or if _Y2 2 _J1, then 
~8 = Alg -8, where _& is the smaller of J1, J2. We used a special case of 
this when _&= __Lz in Theorem 4.5. 
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